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Confidence intervals for the quantiles of the cumulative mean functicil of the nonhomogeneous 
Poisson process are presented. Also considered is the problem of selecting quantiles to be used in 
graphical plotting. Results are obtained for both single and multiple series of event truncated data. 
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1. Introduction 
The nonhomogeneous Poisson process is used to model series of events having a 
time varying rate of occurrence: e.g., wearout a.nd growth trends in the rate of 
occurrence of equipment failures. 
Let A(t) be a nondecreasing rllght continuous function such that &&A(a) is 
finite for CL < b < 00. The nonhomogeneous Poisson process is defined by the follow- 
ing two conditions: 
(a) the numbers of even?s occurring in separate intervals are independent random 
variables and 
(b) the number of events in any finite interval (a, b) has a Poisson distribution with 
mean A(b)-A(a). 
We assume that A(t) is absolutely continuous with derivative u(t) so that A (t) = 
j: v(z) dt is the expected number of events by time t. 
The main problem to be considered is that of estimating the Ath quantiles & of the 
cumulative mean function A(t). The hth quantile is determined by the condition that 
A (&) = A and is unique providing A(t) is strictly increasing with A (00) = 00 which will 
be assumed. 
Our discussion of inference for CA will be limited to series where observation 
terminates when a fixed number of events have occurred. We refer to such series as 
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event truncated. If two or more series are involved, then each is assumed to be event 
truncated. Although event truncated series appear to be common in practice, a 
second possibility is the availability of time truncated series. See Cox and Lewis [3] 
for a discussion of time truncated series. 
The quantile & defines an interval (0, &) containing an expected number of events 
equal to h. Quantiles may be of direct interest in the beginning stages of reliability 
development esting. In this case h may represent he number of stages of testing 
which can be afforded and & the total test time planned for the development 
program. See the discussion of reliability growth by Crow [4]. A second potential 
application concerns the estimation of warranty periods for repairable equipment. 
The manufacturer may be able to specify the number of times h that he can afford to 
make repairs and desire to estimate &, the length of the warranty period. 
Distribution free confidence intervals for & are presented in Section 2. The 
intervals of Section 3 are based on the Weibull rate model, v(t) = (pIp)(f/p)‘-‘, 
where p and p are positive parameters. The Weibull rate model has received 
c(Dnsiderable attention by Ascher [l], Bassin [2] and Crow [4] for modeling suc- 
cessive equipment failure times. 
The quantiles &, A > 0 are also involved in the commonly used procedure of 
plotting the empirical cumulative mean function, often done for the purpose of 
e.:;amining trends in the rate of occurrence of events. The problem of selecting 
qaantiles to be used in graphical plots is discussed in Section 4. 
2. Distribution free intervals 
Let Y1, Y2,. . . Y,, represent an event truncated series of events assumed to arise 
from a nonhomogeneous Poisson process having cumulative mean function A (2). We 
shall refer to Y1, . . . , Y, as times to events although in specific applications they will 
often be labeled arrival times, successive failure times, and so on. 
It turns out that any choice of interval (Y,, Y,) with r <s s n can be used as a 
confidence interval for 6. The probability, say y, that ( Yr, Y,) covers the quantile & 
is 
s - 1 
Y = C A” e+/wi. 
w = r 
(1) 
The probability in (1) is computed by noticing that ( Yr, Y,) covers & if at least r but 
no more than s - 1 events occur in the interval (0, &). 
Alternatively, the probability of (1) can be computed using tables of the chi-square 
distribution. We shall need the result that the transformation A( m/l), A( k;), . . . 
praduc:es ahomogeneous Poisson process having cumulative mean function A”(t) = 
t. The increments, A( I$) - A ( Yi_l), j = 1,2, . . . , with A( Yo) = 0 are independent 
exponential random variables so that 2A( Y,) and 2A ( Ys) are distributed as sums of I 
and s independent variables each having chi-square distributions with 2 degrees of 
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freedom. Since y = P(Y,<5h)-P(Y,<5A)=P(A(Yr)<A)-P(A(Ys)<h), the 
probability of (1) is 
y = P<& < 2A) - P(& c 2h), (2) 
where xz is a variable having the chi-square distribution with v degrees of freedom. 
Now suppose that k 3 2 independent, event truncated series are available with 
each assumed to arise from a Poisson process having cumulative mean function A(t). 
Let Yii, Yi2,. . . , Yini denote the times to events in the ith series, i = I,. . . , I&, We 
shall combine the individual series to compute confidence intervals for the quantile 
&. Let ZiC&+ l l <Z,,, with n =C;=, ni, denote the superposition of the indi- 
vidual series. The individual series are each event truncated before forming the 
superposition so that the superposition cannot be treated simply as a Poisson process 
having cumulative mean function kA(t). 
The probability that the interval (Z,, Zs) with t < s < n includes the quantile & is 
equal to the probability that the total number of events occurring in the interval 
(0, &) is at least r but less than s. This probability must be computed under the 
condition that the ith series contributes no more than yti events, i = 1, . . . , k. Thus, 
S-l 
P(Z,C&<Z,)= C C i Ami eeA/t?li! 
m=r R i=l 
s-l 
= C [(kh)m e 
m=r 
-kh/m!] g ( rn!/fiI mi!) k-“, (3) 
where R ={(ml, . . . , mk): cFzl ??li = m and m isni, i-l,. . . , k}. The terms of the 
second sum involve a k-dimensional multinomial distribution having cell prob- 
abilities 1 /k. 
In certain cases the second sum may take a simpler form depending on the interval 
indices r and s and the lengths ni of the individual series. Specifically, let 
Ml, M2, . . . , Mk have a k-dimensional multinomial distribution with cell prob- 
abilities l/k and parameter m = ~~=, Mi. Then 
If we label the series so that nl s It2 c l l l < nk, then the right-hand side is equal to 
one if m s nl and, more generally, is equal to P(Mi d ni, i = 1,2, . . . , I) if nl< m s 
ni+l. Thus, the amount of computation involved depends directly on the upper inc:$ex 
s which determines the range of the variable m. 
3. Intervals for the Weibull rate model 
For the Weibull rate model, the cumulative mean function is A (0 = (f/~ 1’ and kith 
quantile is & = PA l”. 
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In case the data consists of a single series Yl, . . . , Y,, the likelihood function is 
The maximum likelihood estimators of p and p are fi = n/z;= I ln( YJ Yj) and 
r_2 = Y,ln I’@. Thus & = &A “’ is the maximum likelihood estimator of &. The 
quantity 2 = 212/3/b = 2p Cy ln( YJ Yj) has a chi-square distribution with 2(n - 1) 
degrees of freedom and is independent of S = 2( Y,/& which also has a chi-square 
distribution but with 2n degrees of freedom. These results are given by Lee and 
Lee [5]. 
Let U = (&/&)‘. The variable 
U = (A/~)((Y&L)‘/A)B^‘~ =(Aln)(S/2A)2n’z 
is represented as a function of the independent variables S and 2 and it, therefore, 
has 3 distribution independent of the parameters p and p. Percentage points uQ 
satisfying P( U s u,) = a! can be computed using numerical integration from the 
integral, 
I 
00 
P(UW)= G[2n (r~ulh)“~“]h (z) dr. (4) 
0 
The function G(x) = {(n - l)!)-‘2-” ji y”-’ e-y’2 dy is a cumulative chi-square dis- 
tribution and h (2) = {(n - 2)!}-~‘2-““~“-~ e-*‘2 is the density of a chi-square dis- 
tribution. The integral of (4) is similar in form to the one in (9) given by Lee and Lee 
[5], so the numerical integration procedures described by them could be used. 
Since the percentage points ~1~~~2 and u,/z computed from (4) satisfy P(u,,~c 
(&l&)p < Ul-a/2) = 1 -a, it is possible to determine 1 - LY level confidence limits for 
&. The lower limit is $ (~1 _p,2)-1’ci and the upper limit is & ( u,,~)-“~. 
The maximum likelihood estimators of p and lu in the case of two or more series 
cannot be expressed in closed form. Crow [4, p. 3901 has suggested using the 
conditional maximum likelihood estimator, 
@=(n- k),liil ,sil In( K,, / y,i) *= 
where n =c: ni, and mentions that [(n -k - l)/(n AC)]@ is unbiased for p. The 
estimator fi = (CFzl YQt$” is not known to be unbiased, but can be shown to be a _ 
consistent estimator of F as ni + 00, i = 1, . . . , k. Thus, & = CA I” is also a consistent 
estimator of &. 
NOW 2p Cf= 1 1:: 1 ln( Yi,,,/ x,) = 2p(n - k)/g = W, say, is the sum of k indepen- 
dent chi-square variables having 2(nl- l), 2(n2- l), . . . ,2(nk - 1) degrees of 
freedom respectively so that TM, has a chi-square distribution with 2 c:= 1 (ni - 1) = 
2(n - k) degrees of freedom. Let Si = 2( YiJg)B, i = 1, . . . , k. Using the result 
mentioned earlier for a single series it follows that the variables S1, . . . , Sk, W are 
independent, and S1, . . . , Sk have chi-square distributions with 2n 1, . . . ,2nk 
degrees of freedom. 
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The quantity (&/a )” = (fi/~~ )A l-“’ = (A/n) I:= t (SJ2h )2(n--k”W = V, say, is 
represented as a function of the independent variables S1, . . . , Sk, W. Therefore, its 
distribution could be generated by simulation and used to set confidence limits for &. 
4. Graphical plotting using quantiles 
The plotting of the empirical cumulative mean function, A,(y) = j if Yi < y < 
Yi+r,j=O,l ,..., n - 1, with Yo = 0, is often done to assess the presence of trend in 
the rate of occurrence of events. Lewis [6] suggests plotting the pairs (Yj, j), 
j=1 ?‘..V n. Since A,( Yj) = j it follows that Yj is the jth quantile of An(y), but is 
nonunique since A,(y) is a step function. 
The theoretical values (ej, j)j = 1, . . . , n represent selected points of the continu- 
ous graFTA (&, A), A 20 which will be linear whenever the rate function V(Z) is 
constant, and convex (concave) whenever the rate function V(Z) is increasing 
(decreasing). To verify this, compute from A(&) = A the derivative, dA/d& = Y(&), 
which is constant whenever V(Z) is constant, and increasing (decreasing) whenever 
V(Z) is increasing (decreasing). 
For a single series the expectation, E{A ( Y,>} = r holds so that among all choices of 
quantile indices, A I< A2 < l l l < An, the expected sum of squared deviations, 
ECC;= 1[A ( yi) - &i32), is minimized by choosing Aj = j, j = 1, . . . , n. Thus a natural 
estimator of the quantile ej would be Yj and, more generally, we may estimate 2;. by 
Y[*l, where [A] represents the integer part of A. 
The quantile estimator YIA] has no consistency properties since its kstribution 
depends on the series length, n, only in that n 2 [A] is required in order to have the 
estimator available. 
For more than one series and when using the superimposed series 21, . . . , Zn a 
plot of 2, versus the expectation, E{A(Z,)}, may involve extensive computing since 
E{A (2,)) = 1 O” P[A (2,) 
0 
>z]dz=(l/~)~~~~~jm!/i~~m.!)k-“’ 
which, in general, is less than r/k. 
One alternative is to compute an average over the individual series of the times to 
events having the same index, say $ = ( Y1, + Yrr + l . l + Yk,)/k, where Yir is the rth 
event of the ith series. While such quantile estimators may have desirable properties 
asymptotically as k + 00, their distributional properties when k is small would . 
probably be difficult to determine. 
Let us examine an alternative criterion for selecting quantiles to plot against. For a 
single series we will show that the successive intervals ( Yj, Yj+l), j = 1,2, . . . , tz with 
Y n+l = 00 contain the quantiles &,, &, . . . , &,, when Al < A2 < l l * <A,,, with 
maximum probability whenever Ai = j, j = 1, . . . , n. The probability, P, that 
(Yj, Yj+l) contains the quantile &,, j = 1, . . . , n is equal to the probability that the 
successive intervals (0, &,), (&,\,, &J, . . . , (&, _ 1, &,,) each contain exactly one event. 
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Thus, 
P = Al(A2-A1) l 9 ’ (A, -A,49 e-k 
The maxim.um of P subject to Al<h~C*-<A,, OCCUI’S when hj=j,j=I,...,n 
which can be seen by substituing cl = Al, cz = A2 -Al, . . . . c?l = A, -Anwl to remove 
the order restriction and maximizing P over the region Cj > 0, j = 1, . . . , n. 
The result that P is maximum when Ai = j, j = 1, . . . , n suggests plotting the 
midpoints of the intervals (Yj, Yj+l) versus the index j, j = 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Let us consider the corresponding result for two or more series. First, we compute 
the probability, Q say, that the successive intervals (0, &,), (&,, &) l l l (&,-_,, [A,,) 
each contain exactly one event, and then maximize Q over all choices of quantile 
indicesAl<A2<*. -<A,. 
Let Vij = 1 and zero otherwise, if the event occurring in the interval &, &)j = 
1 9.**9 n with &, = 0, belongs to the ith series. Since each interval is required to 
contain exactly one event we have CFC1 Vi = 1. Also, zy=, Vii = ni, i = 1, . . . , k, 
since Ah series contributes exactly Iti events. Let Vi = (Vlj, . . . , V,j) be a vector 
representing the possible sources of the single event occurring in (&i_1, &,.). Let 
N(a, 6) denote the number of events of the superposition in the interval (a, b). 
The probability that V’ = vj and N(&i_I, &) = 1, j = 1, . . . , n is equal to 
jfil i$l [(Aj -A~_1) eXp{-(Ai -Aj-l))Iui’ exP( -(Ai -hi-l) C 
m#i 
*v-j)= 
= fI (Aj -Aj-1) eXp(-kh,). (59 
j=l 
The probability Q is obtained by summing (5) over the set {(VI, . . . , vn): ~~=, vii = 
ni,i= 1,. . . , k}. It simplifie,; to 
Q=(n!/i$, ni!) fi (Ai-Ai-l)exp(-kh,). 
j=l & 
Much like in the previous case, it is seen that Q is maximized over all choices of 
quantileindicesAl<A2<~**<A, byAj=jlk,j=l,...,n. 
Since the intervals (Zj, Zj+,), j = 1, . . . , n have maximum probability of covering 
the quantiles &,k, 62/k, . . . , &jk, it seems reasonable to plot the midpoints of these 
intervals against the quantile indices l/k, 2/k, . _ . , n/k. Of course the last interval 
(Z,, c.0) has no midpoint, but the pair (Z,, n/k j could be plotted. This result also 
sug;F::sts hat the midpoint of the interval (Z,,,, Zmtl) is a reasonable stimator of the 
quantile &/k, m = 1,. . . , n -1. 
5. Ccmcludi~rg emarks 
We have presented estimation procedures which can be useful, e.g., when dealing 
with data of the type arising from succesive testing of repairable equipment as 
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described by Ascher [l], Bassin [2], Crow [4], and more generally, for situations 
described by Cox and Lewis [3]. The graphical plotting procedure of Section 4, while 
being obvious for a single series, is not so obvious for more than one series 
particularly in light of the superposition of event truncated series failing to retain the 
usual Poisson properties of superpositions on fixed time intervals. 
The discussion of Section 4 suggests that the quantiles & are within the range of 
the available data when they have index A s n/k, i.e., the maximum attainable level 
of confidence computed from (3) may be undesirably low if we attempt o estimate a 
quantile having index much larger than n/k. In light of this let us mention that if the 
series lengths, ni, are approximately equal and if the quantile & has an index well 
below the limit n/k * tti, then the use of (3) is not so formidable as it may appear. The 
upper index, s - 1, would be small enough in many cases (&) of interest that the 
confidence level computed from (3) may invole few if any of the multinomial factors. 
In the case of (1), if A is near the center of the series indices, i.e., if A G in, then a 
natural way to proceed would be to select Y and s equidistant above and below A, 
adding terms and using readily available tables of the Poisson distribution until the 
confidence level is attained. If A is near the upper tail of the series indices and A is 
large, then the asymptotic normal approximation to the Poisson distribution could be 
used. Let N1 = N(0, &) denote the number of events of the series falling below &. 
Then (1) is equal to P{A -‘.‘(r - A) G A -0*5(Nl -A) s A -Oe5(s - 1 - A)} so that the upper 
and lower limits, A -“.5(s - 1 - A) and A-0’5(r -A), can be set equal to certain 
percentage points of the normal distribution and solved for r and s to find the indices 
r and s needed to attain some specified level of confidence. 
We shall briefly sketch the proof that a, In U and a, In V have limiting normal 
distributions with mean equal to zero and variance equal to one, where U and V are 
the functions of Section 3 and a,, = &/ln(n/A). We need only consider the function 
V since it represents the general case. Write a, ln( V) = B, + (&/log(n/A))C,, 
where B, = &(2(n -k) W-’ - 1) and C, = In {xF=, (Si/2n)2’n-k”W}. NOW, 
&( WJ2(n -k)- 1) and J;;(SiJ2n - l/k), i = 1,. . . , k are independent and have 
limiting normal distributions. The theorem of Wilks [7, p. 2601 can be applied to 
show that B, has a limiting normal distribution with mean equal to zero and variance 
equal to one. Applying the theorem again, this time using the function, 
f(x1 , . . . , xk+l) = log{Cf=l x:‘~~+I}, and letting ni +oO in such a way that ni/n + k-l, 
shows that &C, has a limiting normal distribution and thus JnC,,/ln(n/A) converges 
in probability to zero. This completes the proof. 
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